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Based on the techno-economic pedagogical (TEP) method proposed in 
[1] that is suitable for designing Broadband over Power Lines (BPL) 
networks in transmission and distribution power grids, this paper 
examines the broadband potential of overhead low-voltage/broadband 
over power lines (LV/BPL) and medium-voltage/broadband over power 
lines (MV/BPL) networks. 
In this paper, on the basis of the set of linear simplifications and techno-
economic metrics already presented in [1], TEP method demonstrates to 
undergraduate electrical and computer engineering (ECE) students the 
behavior of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL networks in terms of their 
modal transmission characteristics when different overhead LV/BPL and 
MV/BPL topologies occur.  
The contribution of this paper is four-fold. First, the factors influencing 
modal transmission characteristics of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL 
networks are investigated with regard to their spectral behavior and  
end-to-end channel attenuation. Second, the impact of the multiplicity of 
branches at the same junction is first examined. In the light of cascaded 
two-way power dividers, TEP method is extended so as to cope with 
more complex BPL topologies offering a new simplified and accurate 
circuital approximation. Third, apart from the broadband transmission 
characteristics of the entire overhead distribution power grid, a 
consequence of the application of TEP method is that it helps towards 
the intraoperability/interoperability of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL 
systems under a common PHY framework in the concept of a unified 
distribution smart grid (SG) power network. Fourth, TEP method can be 
demonstrated to undergraduate ECE students as case study in order to 
stimulate their interest for Microwave Engineering and Circuit/System 
Engineering courses. 
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I. Introduction  
 The need of bridging the digital gap between underdeveloped and developed areas 
signals the green light towards the deployment of broadband over power lines (BPL) 
networks across transmission –i.e., high-voltage (HV)– and distribution –i.e., low-voltage 
(LV) and medium-voltage (MV)– power grids [1]-[9]. Due to the ubiquitous nature of 
transmission and distribution power grids, BPL technology can offer real time 
information at any point of the entire power grid transforming it into an advanced  
IP-based interactive smart grid (SG) service network with a myriad of potential SG 
applications [10]-[14]. Recent findings demonstrate that the entire overhead distribution 
power grid may operate as an excellent communications medium offering low-loss 
characteristics, flat-fading features and low multipath dispersion on the vicinity of every 
power consumer [15]-[18].  
To study overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL networks, it is obvious that the 
development of efficient and accurate models to describe signal transmission at high 
frequencies across them is a challenging venture and imperative necessity. The behavior 
of BPL transmission channels installed on LV and MV multiconductor transmission line 
(MTL) structures is examined by employing the well-known hybrid method [3]. Briefly 
mentioned in [1], [63], this hybrid method follows: (i) a bottom-up approach consisting 
of an appropriate combination of the similarity transformation and MTL theory to 
determine the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance of the modes 
supported [19]-[23]; and (ii) a top-down approach –i.e., TM2 method– that is based on 
the concatenation of multidimensional T-matrices of network modules to evaluate the 
end-to-end channel attenuation of BPL connections [2], [3], [5], [19], [22], [24]-[26].  
Although the hybrid method is characterized by experimental validation and high 
accuracy, it presents high complexity and demands advanced knowledge in Microwave 
and Circuit/System engineering so as to be understandable to ECE students. As it has 
already been mentioned in [1], [63], the set of linear simplifications allows the 
transformation of the complicated hybrid method into the straightforward techno-
economic pedagogical (TEP) method without seriously affecting the validity and the 
accuracy of the used techno-economic metrics. Therefore, TEP method promotes the 
interaction between Microwave Engineering and Circuit/System Engineering courses 
facilitating the understanding of ECE students. 
In contrast with overhead HV/BPL networks, overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL 
networks are characterized by a significant variety of occurred topologies. This system 
peculiarity urges the need of upgrading the TEP method of [1], [63] so as to deal with 
different network topologies. Therefore, TEP method needs to be integrated with TM2 
method of top-down approach of the hybrid method. Apart from a clear and consistent 
theoretical approach, this extended edition of TEP method is flexible and accurate 
determining, consequently, any changes of the transfer characteristics related to relevant 
factors of the system configuration in the 1-100 MHz frequency band. The influence of 
factors, such as the overhead power grid type –either LV or MV system configuration–, 
the physical properties of the conductors used, the MTL configuration, the end-to-end 
distance and the number, the electrical length, the terminations and the multiplicity of the 
branches encountered along the end-to-end BPL signal propagation are investigated 
based on numerical results concerning various simulated overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL 
topologies. As it has already been presented in [1], [63], since the behavior of overhead 
BPL networks mainly depends on the behavior of modes supported by the examined 
overhead MTL configurations, the main interest of this paper is to highlight to ECE 
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students the influence of the aforementioned factors to modal channels of overhead LV 
and MV MTL configurations. 
 Through the comparative analysis of the numerical results of overhead 
distribution power grids, the common nature of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL 
networks is outlined to ECE students allowing their common handling as it concerns the 
BPL signal transmission through their power lines. On the basis of a unified PHY 
framework and in the light of cascaded two-way power dividers, TEP method further 
approximates end-to-end channel attenuation of each overhead BPL distribution network.  
 The applied transmission analysis reveals the low-loss nature of overhead BPL 
systems regardless of the overhead distribution power grid type and topology.  
A consequence of the proposed modeling is that it can facilitate the process of 
coexistence of overhead LV/BPL with MV/BPL systems; a preliminary step toward the 
intraoperability/interoperability of BPL systems in a SG environment. 
 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the overhead LV and 
MV configurations adopted in this paper are presented. Section III synopsizes the  
MTL theory and eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) modal analysis concerning overhead 
LV/BPL and MV/BPL transmission. In Section IV, numerical results are provided, 
aiming at marking out how the various features of the overhead distribution power grid 
influence BPL transmission. The common nature of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL 




II. Overhead LV and MV Distribution power Networks 
 Either the overhead or the underground power grids are employed for new urban, 
suburban, and rural distribution power grid installations. The selection between overhead 
or underground power grid installation is made according to different technoeconomic 
criteria like cost requirements, existing grid topology and urban plan constraints. 
Overhead lines are essentially used in areas where the relatively low density of the 
population cannot justify the high cost of underground lines [27]-[29].  
 Since the power grid was not originally designed to serve the purpose of a 
transmission medium for communication signals, the overhead distribution power grids 
are subjected to the main aggravating factors that are attenuation, multipath due to 
various reflections, multimode propagation, noise and electromagnetic interference  
[2]-[7], [17], [24], [30]-[36]. Especially, as it concerns the multimode propagation, due to 
the assumption of the quasi-TEM mode of propagation, the traditional transmission-line 
(TL) theory is appropriate to model BPL propagation in the overhead case [30], [43], [53]. 
Good agreement between BPL models that are based on TL theory and a series of 
experiments [61], [62] has been confirmed for frequencies up to 100MHz, motivating 
either the extensive use of BPL models that are based on TL theory or the neglect of the 
higher-order modes of propagation that occur in the MHz frequency range. Except for the 
signal propagation and transmission drawbacks, in real distribution power grids, a 
number of “real life” anomalies further degrade the theoretical broadband 
communications performance of overhead power distribution grids:  
(i) overhead distribution poles do not only carry power distribution lines, but they also 
support street lighting and telecommunications cables, which are located near to overhead 
distribution lines, influencing BPL signal propagation; (ii) the presence of relatively large 
pole-mounted capacitor banks, MV/LV transformers, traps, shunt capacitors, and bypass 
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devices, which are mainly metallic elements, critically affect the BPL signal transmission; 
and (iii) neutral grounding and/or grounding of the wooden support poles and/or 
grounding of surge-diverters that are often provided by the utilities so as to deal with 
lightning strikes and voltage upsurges influence BPL system broadband potential. Hence, 
during the deployment of BPL networks in the “real life”, these additional practical 
aggravating factors must be accounted for in the modeling or else the simulations and 
theoretical results may be proven to be optimistic [14], [25], [37]. Anyway, the analysis 
of this paper that has pedagogical purposes focuses on the basic theoretical analysis 
rather than “real network” problems [2], [25], [28]-[32], [35],  
[38]-[41]. 
 A typical case of overhead LV distribution line is depicted in Fig. 1(a).  
Four non-insulated conductors are suspended one above the other spaced by 
LV  in the 
range from 0.3m to 0.5m and located at heights 
LVh  ranging from 6m to 10m above 
ground for the lowest conductor. The upper conductor is the neutral, while the lower 
three conductors are the three phases. This three-phase four-conductor overhead LV 
distribution line configuration is considered in the present work consisting of  
ASTER 1×34.4mm2+3×54.6mm2 conductors [3], [21], [27], [28], [39]-[43]. 
 Overhead MV distribution lines hang at typical heights 
MVh  ranging from 8m to 
10m above ground. Typically, three parallel non-insulated phase conductors spaced by 
MV  in the range from 0.3m to 1m are used above lossy ground. This three-phase  
three-conductor overhead MV distribution line configuration is considered in the present 
work consisting of ACSR 3×95mm2 conductors –see Fig. 1(b)– [2]-[4], [25], [27], [28], 
[32], [39]-[41]. 
 The ground is considered as the reference conductor. The conductivity of the 
ground is assumed g 5mS/m and its relative permittivity rg 13, which is a realistic 
scenario [2]-[7], [25], [32], [33]. The impact of imperfect ground on signal propagation 
over power lines was analyzed in [2], [4], [25], [32], [37], [39]-[41], [44]-[47]. 
 
 
III. MTL Theory and EVD Modal Analysis 
 As it has already been reported in [1]-[7], [12]-[14], [24], [30]-[33], [48], [49], 
[63], through a matrix approach, the standard TL analysis can be extended to the MTL 
case. MTL case involves more than two conductors. An MTL structure, which supports 
n+1 conductors parallel to the z axis, as depicted in  
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), may support n pairs of forward- and backward-traveling waves with 
corresponding propagation constants. A coupled set of 2n first-order partial differential 
equations that relates the line voltages  tzVi , , ni ,,1  to the line currents  
 tzI i , , ni ,,1  may describe these forward- and backward-traveling waves. Each pair 
of these waves is referred to as a mode [2], [12]-[14], [21], [30]-[32]. 
 Therefore, in the case of overhead LV ( 
LVn 4) and MV ( 
MVn 3) distribution 
power lines over lossy plane ground, it was found that nXV modes are supported [2], [12]-
[14], [19]-[22], [25], [27], [28], [32], [37], [42], [45]-[47]: 
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Figure 1.  Typical overhead multiconductor structures [2], [3]. (a) LV. (b) MV. 
 
 
 Common mode of overhead BPL transmission (CMXV) which propagates via the n 
conductors and returns via the ground where 
XV][  indicates the overhead power 
grid type examined –either LV or MV grid–. XV
CM  constitutes the  
CMXV propagation constant. 
 Differential modes of overhead BPL transmission ( XV
iDM , 1,,1 
XVni  ) 
which propagate and return via the n conductors. XV
iDM , 1,,1 
XVni   
constitute the propagation constants of XV
iDM , 1,,1 
XVni  , respectively. 
 Similarly to [1], [63], to bypass the complicated propagation analysis of the 
bottom-up approach of the hybrid method and to increase the ECE students’ 
understanding of the following analysis, TEP method proposes that the attenuation 
coefficients and the phase delays of the CM and the DMs can be replaced by their 
respective linear approximations with satisfactory accuracy. More specifically, the modal 
attenuation coefficients can be replaced by their respective mean values while the modal 
phase delays can be replaced by their respective linear regressions. 
 The attenuation coefficients  LVCMLVCM Re   ,  LVDMLVDM Re ii   , 3,2,1i , 
 MVCMMVCM Re   , and  MVDMMVDM Re jj   , 2,1j  of the CMLV, the three DMLVs, the CMMV 
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and the two DMMVs, respectively, are evaluated using the bottom-up approach of the 
hybrid method and are plotted versus frequency in Fig. 2(a) for the configurations 
depicted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In Figs. 2(b)-(d), the absolute values of attenuation 
coefficient differences are also given versus frequency in the cases of:  
(i) CMLV and CMMV; (ii) LV
1DM  and 
MV
1DM ; and (iii) 
LV
2DM  and 
MV
2DM , respectively, 
when the bottom-up approach of the hybrid method is adopted. In Figs. 2(e)-(h), the same 
plots are given when the TEP method is applied. 
The phase delays  LVCMIm  LVCM ,  LVDMLVDM Im ii   , 3,2,1i ,  MVCMMVCM Im   , 
and  MVDMMVDM Im jj   , 2,1j  of the CMLV, the three DMLVs, the CMMV and the two 
DMMVs, respectively, are linear functions of frequency, coincide and are plotted versus 
frequency in Fig. 3(a) for the configurations depicted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) when the 
bottom-up approach of the hybrid method is adopted. In Figs. 3(b)-(d), the absolute 
values of phase delay differences are also given versus frequency in the cases of:  
(i) CMLV and CMMV; (ii) LV1DM  and 
MV
1DM ; and (iii) 
LV
2DM  and 
MV
2DM , respectively, 
when the bottom-up approach of the hybrid method is adopted. In Figs. 3(e)-(h), the same 
plots are given when the TEP method is applied. 
 As far as the spectral behavior of the modes is concerned, the following 
characteristics should be noted. 
 As it concerns overhead BPL propagation in overhead LV and MV MTL 
configurations, according to the hybrid method, in the lower part of the frequency 
spectrum –up to approximately 20MHz–, the attenuation of the CMXVs is higher 
compared to that of the DMXVs. At frequencies above 20MHz, propagation takes 
place entirely above the ground as in the lossless case. Therefore, the CMXVs and 
the DMXVs coexist resulting to multimode propagation [2], [12], [14], [32],  
[45]-[47]. Similarly to [1], [63], TEP method provides an adequate approximation 
of the behavior of modal attenuation coefficients that, however, facilitates the 
ECE students to the following circuit analysis. Anyway, the occurred differences 
between hybrid and TEP method slightly affect the generality of the following 
analysis (see also in Section IV). 
 The phase delays of CMXV and DMXVs exhibit a linear behavior with respect to 
frequency across the entire frequency range 1-100MHz and depend mainly on the 
surrounding media (air) properties. This almost identical spectral behavior of 
phase delays has also been observed in overhead and underground MV/BPL and 
HV/BPL transmission [1], [2], [12], [14], [32], [45]-[47]. Based on the results of 
the linear regression, TEP method accurately describes the behavior of modal 
phase delays. 
 In accordance with the hybrid method, the plots corresponding to the spectral 
behavior of the difference between CMLV and CMMV reveal the close behavior of 
CMXVs. The slight divergence existing between CMLV and CMMV is attributed to 
the differences between the overhead LV and MV configurations considered in 
the present paper. As to DMXVs of overhead BPL transmission, since the relevant  
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Figure 2.  Attenuation coefficients of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL distribution lines when 
hybrid and TEP methods are applied (the subchannel frequency spacing is equal to 0.1MHz).  
(a) All the modes –hybrid method–. (b) Difference between CMLV and CMMV –hybrid method–.  
(c) Difference between 
LV
1DM  and 
MV





2DM  –hybrid method–. (e) All the modes –TEP method–. (f) Difference between CM
LV 
and CMMV –TEP method–. (g) Difference between LV1DM  and 
MV
1DM  –TEP method–.  
(h) Difference between 
LV
2DM  and 
MV
2DM  –TEP method–.  
 
 
influence of the lossy ground is negligible, the spectral behaviors of DMXVs are 
very close to each other; their curves are almost identical either between DMs of 
the same overhead power grid type or between DMs of different distribution 
power grids. According to TEP method, the basic differences between the 
aforementioned modes are maintained so that ECE students could recognize the 
effect of MTL configurations and ground/air properties to the propagation 
phenomena.  
 As usually done to simplify the analysis [2]-[7], [12]-[14], [24], [30]-[33], due to 
their almost identical spectral behavior, only one DM of the same overhead power 
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Figure 3.  Phase delays of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL distribution lines when hybrid and TEP 
methods are applied (the subchannel frequency spacing is equal to 0.1MHz).  
(a) All the modes –hybrid method–. (b) Absolute difference between CMLV and CMMV –hybrid 
method–. (c) Absolute difference between LV1DM  and 
MV
1DM  –hybrid method–.  
(d) Absolute difference between 
LV
2DM  and 
MV
2DM  –hybrid method–. (e) All the modes –TEP 
method–. (b) Absolute difference between CMLV and CMMV –TEP method–. (c) Absolute 
difference between 
LV
1DM  and 
MV
1DM  –TEP method–. (d) Absolute difference between 
LV
2DM  and 
MV
2DM  –TEP method–. 
 
 
 As it has already been presented in [1], [2], [4], [19], [21], [30]-[32],  
the EVD modal voltages       Tm,m,1m, zVzVz XVnXVXV V  and the EVD modal 
currents       Tm,m,1m, zIzIz XVnXVXV I  may be related to the respective line 





XVXV I  via 
the similarity transformations 
   zz XVXVXV m,V VTV                              (1) 
   zz XVXVXV m,I ITI                             (2) 
where  T  denotes the transpose of a matrix, XV
VT  and 
XV
IT  are 
XVXV nn   matrices 
depending on the overhead power grid type, the frequency, the physical properties of the 
conductors and the geometry of the MTL configuration. Through the aforementioned 
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equations, the line voltages and currents are expressed as appropriate superpositions of 
the respective EVD modal quantities. From eq. (1) 
     00 1Vm, XVXVXV VTV 

              (3) 
 The TM2 method –based on the scattering matrix theory formalism [2], [3],  
[5]-[7], [12]-[14], [24], [26], [32], [33], [50] and presented analytically in [3], [5]– 
models the spectral relationship between  zV XVi
m, , 
XVni ,,1  and  
 0m,XViV , 
XVni ,,1  proposing operators m,XVijH , 
XVnji ,,1,   so that 





































H                        (5) 
is a XVXV nn   matrix operator whose elements m,XVijH , 
XVnji ,,1,   are the  
EVD modal transfer functions, and mXV,, jiH  denotes the element of matrix 
mXV,
H  in  
row i  of column j  [2]-[7], [12]-[14], [24], [30]-[33]. Combining eqs. (1) and (5), the 
XVXV nn   matrix channel transfer function XVH  relating  zXVV  with  0XVV  
through 
    0XVXVXV z VHV                       (6) 
is determined from 
    1Vm,V

 XVXVXVXV THTH                         (7) 
Based on eq. (7), the XVXV nn   matrix transfer functions XVH  of the overhead BPL 
distribution networks are determined [2]-[7], [12]-[14], [24], [30]-[33].  
 As it has already been mentioned in [3], [5], TM2 method is extremely resultful 
since it is able to calculate EVD modal transfer functions associated with complex 
networks including various types of overhead BPL configurations, any type of 
interconnection at the branches and any type of branch termination. In contrast with its 
ancestor methods, TM2 method does not consider specific transmission assumptions that 
reduce the generality of the method [2], [3], [5]-[8], [12]-[14], [24], [26], [32], [33],  
[50]-[52]. Moreover, applying TM2 method, the problem of mode mixture is fully 
investigated through the definition of the EVD matrix channel transfer function –as given 
in eq. (7)–. Also, TM2 method is a pure microwave engineering technique that can be 
easily detailed to ECE students during the course of Microwave Engineering. 
 With reference to eq. (7), XV
VT  is 
XVXV nn   matrix that describes the power 
allocation of each modal transfer function to the transfer functions of the line quantities. 
Similarly to [1], [63], in order to completely bypass the application of the bottom-up 
approach of the hybrid method and to simplify the following analysis to ECE students, 
TEP method argues that the real parts of the elements of matrix XV
VT  can be replaced by 
their mean values while their imaginary parts can be assumed equal to 0 in the  
BPL operation frequency range. For the sake of clarity and terseness, these figures are 
omitted in this companion paper since they resemble to Figs. 3(a)-(j) of [1]. Anyway, 
since the main interest of this paper is concentrated on the behavior of modal channels as 
described in eqs. (4) and (5), the further examination of matrix XV
VT  is omitted. 
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 With reference to eqs. (4) and (5), the XVXV nn   matrix transfer functions 
mXV ,H  of the overhead BPL distribution networks can be determined combining the set 
of linear simplifications of TEP method, concerning modal attenuation coefficients and 
modal phase delays, and TM2 method without using the complicated bottom-up approach 
of the hybrid method. 
 
 
IV. Numerical Results and Discussion 
 First of all, the numerical results of this Section focus on identifying the  
TEP method as an efficient pedagogical tool that can be comfortably presented to  
ECE students during the courses of Microwave and Circuit/System Engineering of their 
ECE program. TEP method succeeds in providing the general concept of designing 
overhead BPL networks without deviating from the “real world” conditions and 
confusing ECE students. In addition, except for the pedagogical purposes of TEP method, 
the simulations of various types of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL transmission 
channels aim at revealing to ECE students: (a) their broadband transmission 
characteristics; (b) how their spectral behavior is affected by several factors, such as the 
type/topology of the overhead power grid and the multiplicity of branches;  
(c) the introduction of appropriate simplified approximations; and (d) the common PHY 
handling perspective among different types of BPL distribution power grids. 
 Conversely to [1], this paper mainly focuses on the modal behavior and the modal 
transmission characteristics of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL networks. As mentioned 
in Section III, since the modes supported by the overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL 
configurations may be examined separately, it is assumed for simplicity that the BPL 
signal is injected directly into the modes [2]-[7], [12]-[14], [19]-[25], [30]-[33]; thus, the 
complicated EVD modal analysis of [21], briefly described in Section III, is avoided to be 
presented in ECE students. Hence, after the presentation of linear simplifications of TEP 
method, which concern bottom-up approach, that are available ab initio for given 
overhead LV and MV MTL configuration and TM2 method, concerning the integration 
of TEP method, ECE students directly enter into the findings of this Section. 
 For the following numerical computations, the three-phase four-conductor 
overhead LV and the three-phase three-conductor overhead MV distribution line 
configurations depicted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, have been considered.  
 The following discussion will focus on the transmission characteristics related to 
the CMXV and to the DMXVs of the overhead BPL systems, as well. Since, as mentioned in 
Section III, the DMs of the same overhead power grid type exhibit an almost identical 
spectral behavior, the transmission characteristics of only one DM of each overhead 
power grid type, say that of LV1DM  and 
MV
1DM , will be examined, hereafter.  
 The simple overhead topology of Fig. 4(a) of [1], having N  branches has been 
considered. With reference to Fig. 4(a) of [1], the transmitting and the receiving ends are  
assumed matched to the characteristic impedance of the mode considered, whereas the 
branch terminations are assumed open circuit [2]-[7], [24], [27], [30]-[33], [64]. Also, 
five indicative overhead topologies, which are common for both overhead LV/BPL and 
MV/BPL systems, concerning end-to-end connections of average lengths equal to 1000m 
are examined [3], [5]-[7], [17]-[19], [22], [24], [25], [27], [28], [33], [34], [37], [43], 
[53]-[55]. Their topological characteristics are reported in Table I. 
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A. End-to-End Channel Attenuation – Comparison of the TEP Method with the 
Hybrid Method – Comparison between Overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL 
Topologies   
 As it concerns the hybrid method, in Figs. 4(a) and 4(d), the end-to-end channel 
attenuation from A to B is plotted with respect to frequency for the aforementioned five 
indicative topologies for the propagation of 
LVCM  and LV
1DM , respectively. In Figs. 4(b) 
and 4(e), similar plots are given for the propagation of 
MVCM  and MV1DM , respectively. 
In Figs. 4(c), 4(f), 4(g), and 4(h), the absolute difference of the end-to-end channel 
attenuations from A to B is also drawn versus frequency for the aforementioned  
indicative topologies in the cases of: (i) CMLV and CMMV; (ii) LV
1DM  and 
MV
1DM ;  
(iii) CMLV and LV1DM ; and (iv) CM
MV and MV1DM ; respectively. In Figs. 5(a)-(h), same 
plots are given in the case of the TEP method. 
 From Figs. 4(a)-(h) and 5(a)-(h), several interesting remarks can be pointed out 
regarding the convergence of TEP and hybrid method as well as the transmission 
characteristics of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL networks: 
 In all the cases examined, TEP method efficiently approximates the hybrid 
method. As it has already been identified in [2]-[7], [12]-[14], [18], [24],  
[29]-[33], [51], [53], [54], [56], overhead BPL networks are mainly affected by 
the multipath environment rather than “LOS” attenuation. Actually, these notches 
are superimposed on the exponential “LOS” attenuation of each mode.  
Since TM2 method is responsible for dealing with overhead BPL topologies, the 
TEP and hybrid methods present similarities either in the positions of spectral 
notches or in the extent of these notches despite the fact that different bottom-up 
approaches are assumed.  
 Since the dominant factor that affect signal propagation in overhead LV/BPL and 
MV/BPL channels is the superimposed multipath, an indicative picture of the 
transmission characteristics of the modes can be obtained studying the 
transmission characteristics of only one mode of each power grid type. This is a 
rather typical procedure in BPL analysis [2]-[7], [12], [14], [24], [27], [32], [33], 
[54].  
 Regardless of the method considered, the spectral behavior of end-to-end channel 
attenuation of modes depends drastically on the frequency, the mode considered, 
the physical properties of the conductors used, the end-to-end –“LOS”– distance 
and the number and the electrical length of the branches encountered along the 
end-to-end transmission path. This is a critical point of the analysis that should be 
highlighted to ECE students. 
 Already mentioned in [3]-[7], [12]-[14], [24], [30], [31], [33], [57], there are three 
major channel classes for LV/BPL and MV/BPL channels: (i) “LOS” channels, 
when no branches are encountered and, consequently, no spectral notches are  
observed; (ii) Good channels, when the number of branches is small and their 
electrical length is large. Shallow spectral notches are observed. Suburban case 
will represent good channel class, hereafter; and (iii) Bad channels, when the 
number of branches is large and their electrical length is small. Deep spectral 
notches are observed. Urban case B will represent bad channel class, hereafter. 
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 Regardless of the considered method, the channel attenuation differences between 
same modes of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL networks remain limited. This is 
due to the fact that the different modal transmission performances of overhead 
LV/BPL and MV/BPL channels are only marginally influenced by different wire 
positioning in the longitudinal cross-section of the line. Actually, this is an 
evidence for their common PHY handling that is further analyzed in the following 
subsections. 
 MTL theory and EVD modal analysis are definitely useful tools to face the 
problem. Nevertheless, it is mandatory to consider that modal transmission 
characteristics of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL channels are strongly 
influenced by load characteristics, on the one hand, and by modem connection, on 
the other [64]. Since this analysis is mainly focused on ECE students, the 
assumption of optimal data transmission is acceptable; say, each mode (CMXV 
and DMXVs) can propagate along a fictitious two-conductor transmission line with 
matched terminations. 
 On the basis of the previous findings and as it concerns the modal transmission 
characteristics, only one mode of each overhead power grid type is going to be examined; 
say that of LV1DM  and 
MV
1DM . As it regards the topological features, “LOS” transmission 
case, good channel case and bad channel case are going to be representative cases for the 
rest of this paper. 
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Figure 4.  End-to-end channel attenuation versus frequency for urban case A ( ),  
urban case B ( ), suburban case ( ), rural case ( ), and “LOS” transmission case ( )  
when the hybrid method is adopted (the subchannel frequency spacing is equal to 1MHz).  
(a) 
LVCM . (b) 
MVCM . (c) Absolute difference between 
LVCM  and 
MVCM .  
(d) LV
1DM . (e) 
MV
1DM . (f) Absolute difference between 
LV
1DM  and 
MV
1DM .  
(g) Absolute difference between LVCM  and 
LV
1DM . (h) Absolute difference between 
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Figure 5.  Same plots with Fig. 4 but for the TEP method. 
 
 
B. The Effect of Branch Length – Introduction of Simplified Approach with  
Two-Way Power Dividers – Comparison between Overhead LV/BPL and 
MV/BPL Topologies 
 As it has already been identified in [2], [12], [14], [32], apart from causing 
spectral notches, the various branches also cause additional stepwise discontinuities to the 
channel attenuation at each branch encountered along the end-to-end transmission path. 
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The effect of the branch length on the attenuation discontinuity at each branch is 
examined in Figs 6(a) and 6(d), where the channel attenuation of LV
1DM  is plotted versus 
the distance from the transmitting end –see Fig. 4(a) of [1], point A– for good channel 
class case, Topology 1 –see Table II–, bad channel class case, Topology 2 –see Table II–, 
and the “LOS” transmission case at f=25MHz and f=76MHz, respectively. In Figs. 6(b) 
and 6(e), similar plots are given for the propagation of MV1DM . In Figs. 6(c) and 6(f), the 
absolute difference of the channel attenuations between LV1DM  and 
MV
1DM  is also drawn 
with respect to the distance from the transmitting end for the same topologies at 
f=25MHz and f=76MHz, respectively. Note that in Figs. 6(a)-(f),  
hybrid method is applied whereas in Figs. 7(a)-(f), same plots are given when TEP 
method is applied. 
 Comparing Figs. 6(a)-(f) with 7(a)-(f), the channel attenuation discontinuity 
results of TEP method are very close to respective ones of the hybrid method. This is due 
to the fact that multipath aggravation is described in both methods by the TM2 method. 
In addition, ECE students can easily understand that the attenuation discontinuity at each 
branch primarily depends on the frequency and on its electrical length  
rather than overhead distribution power grid type. Actually, from Figs. 6(c), 6(f), 7(c) and 
7(f), it is demonstrated that the attenuation differences between overhead LV/BPL and 
MV/BPL channels are lower than 0.5dB in the majority of the cases for a given overhead 
power grid topology.  
 Moreover, observing Figs. 6(a)-(e) and 7(a)-(e), it is noticed that as the branches 
become longer, the spectral behavior of the BPL networks tends to converge to the 
spectral behavior of the respective BPL networks with branch terminations matched to 
the characteristic impedance of the mode examined; say approximately a two-way power 
divider or 3.01dB superimposed attenuation per each single branch [18], [29], [35], [51], 
[53], [55], [58]-[60]. This result defines the first interesting circuital approximation of 
TEP method and, at the same time, it is easily understandable by ECE students since 
power dividers are essential part of the material of their Microwave Engineering and 
Circuit/System Engineering courses. 
 Finally, from Figs. 4(a)-(h), 5(a)-(h), 6(a)-(f) and 7(a)-(f), it is obvious that TEP 
method provides accurate results in comparison with the respective ones of the hybrid 
method. Therefore, only TEP method is considered for the rest of this paper. 
 
C. Multiple Branches at given Junction – Comparison between Overhead LV/BPL 
and MV/BPL Topologies 
 A typical urban overhead LV topology can serve 10-60 household customers 
while a typical urban overhead MV topology may support 2-8 MV/LV transformers. 
These typical overhead topologies are mainly of radial configuration either with a single 
branch or with multiple branches at the same junction [18], [19], [22], [27], [28],  
[53]-[55], [57]-[60].  
 To demonstrate the effect of multiple branches at given junction on the channel 
attenuation, the end-to-end channel attenuation of LV1DM  from A to B is plotted versus 
frequency for good channel class case, Topology 3 –see Table III–, bad channel class 
case, Topology 4 –see Table III–, and “LOS” transmission case in Fig. 8(a). In Fig. 8(b), 
similar plots are given for the propagation of MV1DM . In Fig. 8(c), the absolute difference 
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of the channel attenuations between LV
1DM  and 
MV
1DM  is also drawn with respect to 
frequency for the same topologies. 
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D. Multiple Branch Attenuation Discontinuity and the Extension of Simplified 
Approach with Two-Way Power Dividers – Comparison between Overhead 
LV/BPL and MV/BPL Topologies 
 From Figs. 8(a)-(c), it is evident that the multiple branches at each junction cause 
additional stepwise attenuation to the stepwise attenuation that already exists due to the 
single branches. In order to examine the effect of the multiple branches on the attenuation 
discontinuity at the each junction and the newly proposed simplified approximation 
method of cascaded two-way power dividers, in Figs 9(a) and 9(d), the channel 
attenuation of LV1DM  is plotted versus the distance from the transmitting end  
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Figure 6.  Channel attenuation versus the distance from the transmitting end  
(see Fig. 4, point A) for good channel class case ( ), Topology 1 ( ), bad channel class  
case ( ), Topology 2 ( ), and “LOS” transmission case ( )  
when hybrid method is adopted (the distance span is equal to 1m).  
(a) 
LV
1DM  at f=25MHz. (b) 
MV
1DM  at f=25MHz. (c) Absolute difference between 
LV
1DM  and 
MV
1DM  at f=25MHz. (d) 
LV
1DM  at f=76MHz. (e) 
MV
1DM  at f=76MHz.  
(e) Absolute difference between 
LV
1DM  and 
MV
1DM  at f=76MHz. 
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Figure 7.  Same plots with Fig. 6 but for the TEP method. 
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–see Fig. 4(a) of [1], point A– for good channel class case, Topology 3, bad channel class 
case, Topology 4, and the “LOS” transmission case at f=25MHz and f=76MHz, 
respectively. In Figs. 9(a) and 9(d), each of the aforementioned topologies is 
accompanied by its corresponding equivalent concatenation of K two-way power divider 
per each K-multiple-branch junction. In Figs 9(b) and 9(e), similar plots are given for the  
propagation of MV1DM . In Figs. 9(c) and 9(f), the absolute difference of the channel 
attenuations between LV1DM  and 
MV
1DM  is also drawn with respect to the distance from 
the transmitting end for the same topologies at f=25MHz and f=76MHz, respectively. 
 From Figs. 9(a)-(e), it is clearly demonstrated that the superimposed attenuation 
due to the multiple branches at each junction depends on the frequency, the number, and 
the electrical length of each of these multiple branches. As the branches become longer,  
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Figure 8.  End-to-end channel attenuation versus frequency for good channel class case ( ), 
Topology 3 ( ), bad channel class case ( ), Topology 4 ( ), and “LOS” transmission 
case ( ) when TEP method is applied (the subchannel frequency spacing is equal to 1MHz). 
(a) 
LV
1DM . (b) 
MV
1DM . (c) Absolute difference between 
LV
1DM  and 
MV
1DM .  
 
 
the spectral behavior of the BPL networks tends to converge to the spectral behavior of 
the respective BPL networks with branch terminations matched to the characteristic 
impedance of the mode examined; say, approximately a 3.01dB superimposed attenuation 
per each single branch or K×3.01dB superimposed attenuation per each K-branch 
junction. Actually, the convergence between numerical results and approximation method 
is better, as the number of branches per junction and the length of branches increase.  
On the basis of the satisfactory accuracy between numerical results and results from the 
simplified approximation method, the concatenation of K two-way power divider per 
each K-multiple-branch junction is validated [2], [30]-[32], [53], [55]. This result defines 
the second circuital approximation of TEP method and, at the same time. Similarly to the 
first circuital approximation, it is easily understandable by ECE students since power 
dividers are presented during the Microwave Engineering and Circuit/System 
Engineering courses. 
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Figure 9.  Channel attenuation versus the distance from the transmitting end –see Fig. 4(a) of [1], 
point A– for good channel class case ( ) with its equivalent concatenation of two-way power 
dividers ( ), Topology 3 ( ) with its equivalent concatenation of two-way power  
dividers ( ), bad channel class case ( ) with its equivalent concatenation of two-way 
power dividers ( ), Topology 4 ( ) with its equivalent concatenation of two-way power 
dividers ( ), and “LOS” transmission case ( ) when the  
TEP method is adopted (the distance span is equal to 1m).  
(a) 
LV
1DM  at f=25MHz. (b) 
MV
1DM  at f=25MHz. (c) Absolute difference between 
LV
1DM  and 
MV
1DM  at f=25MHz. (d) 
LV
1DM  at f=76MHz. (e) 
MV
1DM  at f=76MHz. (e) Absolute difference 
between 
LV
1DM  and 
MV
1DM  at f=76MHz. 
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E. Synopsizing the Comparison Results between Overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL 
Topologies – The Common PHY Framework 
 Concluding this exhaustive comparative EVD modal analysis concerning the 
behavior of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL distribution power grid, several interesting 
remarks can be pointed out: 
 TEP method can comfortably replace hybrid method for educational purposes. In 
fact, TEP method maintains the required simplicity so as to be understandable 
from ECE students without lacking of the basic elements of propagation and 
transmission analysis that should be highlighted. This result has been verified in 
overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL modal channels.  
 ECE students can recognize that though determined for 1km long LV and MV 
connections, BPL transmission via the overhead distribution grid exhibits  
low-loss characteristics regardless of the overhead power grid type favoring the 
exploitation of LV/BPL and MV/BPL bandwidth. 
 The 
LVCM  and the 
MVCM  exhibit: (i) an almost identical spectral behavior 
regarding their attenuation coefficients and phase delays as it has already 
mentioned in Section III –see Figs. 2(b), 2(f), 3(b) and 3(f)–; and (ii) very close 
end-to-end channel attenuation for a great number of indicative overhead BPL 
topologies –see Figs. 4(c) and 5(c)–. Hence, the transmission characteristics of 
only one CMXV –either CMLV or CMMV– may be examined for both overhead 
LV/BPL and MV/BPL systems with significant accuracy. 
 As to the DMXVs, since the DMLVs and DMMVs exhibit: (i) an almost identical 
spectral behavior regarding their attenuation coefficients and phase delays as it 
has already mentioned in Section III –see Figs. 2(c), 2(d), 2(g), 2(h), 3(c), 3(d), 
3(g) and 3(h)–; (ii) very close end-to-end channel attenuation for a plethora of 
indicative overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL topologies –see Figs. 4(f), 5(f), 6(f), 
and 8(c)–; and (iii) identical attenuation discontinuity for a plethora of indicative 
overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL topologies either at single-branch junctions  
–see Figs. 7(c) and 7(f)– or at multi-branch junctions –see Figs. 9(c) and 9(f)–. 
Thus, the transmission characteristics of only one DMXV –only one of either 
DMLV or DMMV– may be examined giving results with excellent accuracy for 
both overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL systems. 
 As the branches become longer and the number of branches per junction increases, 
the spectral behavior of the overhead BPL networks tends to converge to the 
spectral behavior of an equivalent circuit which consists of the concatenation of 
the N Ki-two-way power dividers, Ni ,,1  where Ki is the number of multiples 
branches at the junction i, Ni ,,1   
–see Fig. 4(a) of [1], point Ai–. This approach is a simple channel modelling 
approximation further facilitating the analysis of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL 
networks. 
 Apart from the multiplicity of the various branches encountered along the  
end-to-end BPL signal propagation, ECE students can identify that the end-to-end 
channel attenuation in overhead BPL modal channels depends on the frequency, 
the physical properties of the MTL configurations used, the “LOS” attenuation, 
and the number, the electrical length, and the terminations of the various branches. 
 ECE students can finally realize the common nature between overhead LV/BPL 
and MV/BPL systems. This permits their common handling under a unified PHY 
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framework as it concerns their BPL signal transmission through their power lines. 
The consideration of only one mode –say XV
1DM – for both overhead LV/BPL and 
MV/BPL systems defines the final step of the common handling PHY approach of 
overhead distribution power systems. Anyway, the application of a unified PHY 
framework in real BPL networks using more sophisticated channel approximation 




 This companion paper has presented the extension of TEP method that is suitable 
for the study and the design of overhead LV/BPL and MV/BPL networks from ECE 
students. This paper has focused on the perspective of common handling of overhead 
LV/BPL and MV/BPL distribution power systems during BPL signal transmission 
analysis. This approach offers a valuable tool towards the unified BPL distribution 
network design when different topologies occur. 
 Apart from the educational character of this paper, it has been demonstrated that 
the broadband transmission capability of such networks depends on the frequency, the 
physical properties of the overhead MTL configuration used, the end-to-end –“LOS”– 
distance, and the number, the electrical length, the terminations, and the multiplicity of 
the branches along the end-to-end BPL signal propagation. Furthermore, under the aegis 
of the unified PHY framework, a simple approximation suitable for the modelling of 
overhead BPL distribution networks when multiple branches at the same junction occur 
has been proposed. The simplified approach of TEP method suggests that the spectral 
behavior of overhead BPL distribution power networks may be satisfactorily described 
by using equivalent circuits which consist of concatenations of two-way power dividers. 
 Finally, the results demonstrate to ECE students the low-loss nature of overhead 
BPL systems over a 1km repeater span well beyond 100MHz. Concluding this paper, 
ECE students realize that overhead distribution power lines can operate as a promising 
broadband last mile technology permitting the further exploitation of overhead BPL 
bandwidth regardless of the overhead power grid type and the overhead power grid 
topology. 
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